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Abstract 
A sociolinguistic survey was carried out in the Aguna1 language community of the Republic of Benin in 
June 2002, and the report was written in October 2006. The survey aimed to provide administrators of 
SIL Togo-Benin with information that would enable them to determine whether there is a need for SIL to 
engage in language development with the Aguna language community and the priority and strategy for 
such involvement.  

Researchers conducted individual and community interviews to collect data about the geographical 
location of the Aguna language area; the relationship of Aguna to similar Gbe and neighboring language 
varieties; attitudes toward written and oral forms of Fon, Aja, Gen, Ewe and Ifè; attitudes toward Aguna 
language development; Aguna language vitality; and nonformal education. Local leaders provided 
information concerning nonformal education programs, religious trends and the Aguna people’s 
migration history. 

Results of the survey indicate that the Aguna see themselves as a distinct ethnic group. No major 
dialect differences exist within Aguna. Aja, Ewe and Gen are well understood by the Aguna, and when an 
Aguna speaker communicates with a speaker of any of these languages, they speak their own languages. 
After Aguna, Fon is the language most often used by the Aguna. Aguna speakers have positive attitudes 
toward Aja, Ewe, Gen, Fon and Ifè. Their preferred languages for literacy are Aguna and Fon. Aguna is 
used in all domains where practical and permitted. 

Given adequate comprehension of and positive attitudes towards Fon, as long as there is adequate 
institutional support for literacy in the region, it appears that there is currently no need for Aguna 
language development. It is recommended that continuing assessment be undertaken in order to examine 
the institutional support for nonformal education in the region and to evaluate the comprehension by 
Aguna speakers of materials written in Fon. 

                                              
1In English we refer to the language and people group as Aguna and to the village as it is spelled on the map of 
Benin (Institut Géographique National 1992): Agouna. In French we refer to both as Agouna. See Appendix A for 
maps of Aguna language areas in Benin and in Togo. 
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1 Introduction 

This sociolinguistic survey was conducted among the Aguna language community of the Republic of 
Benin in June 2002 by Gabriele Faton and Katharina Wolf, researchers from the Togo-Benin branch of 
SIL International2 (SIL Togo-Benin). The survey was designed to provide administrators of SIL Togo-
Benin with information about the Aguna language area that would enable them to determine the need 
for SIL involvement in Aguna language development and the priority and strategy for such involvement. 

We include in this report survey data derived from individual interviews, community interviews3 
administered in the villages of Gangan and Koutagba, interviews with literacy workers and church 
leaders and an interview4 with the literacy coordinator of the commune of Djidja.5 

In section 1 we present pertinent background information gathered during preliminary research and 
in field interviews with members of the Aguna language community. Subsequent sections contain 
information on previous linguistic research, the research questions and the assessment techniques 
applied during this survey. Next, we discuss the results of the interviews. The report ends with a 
summary and conclusions, recommendations, references and appendixes. 

We are grateful to the local authorities and citizens for the authorization and assistance that made 
this research possible. 

1.1 Previous publications and related research 

To the best of our knowledge, no publications about or in the Aguna language existed at the time of the 
survey. According to Williamson and Blench (2000:29), Stewart’s current classification of Gbe languages 
divides them into two groups, one with two subbranches (Ewe, and Gen and Aja), and one consisting of 
Fon-Phla-Phera. Capo began an extensive comparative study of the Gbe language continuum in 1971. His 
phonological and morphophonological comparisons were the basis for his doctoral dissertation, and he 
published part of his study under the title Renaissance du gbe (Capo 1986). In this work (1986:99ff and 
Carte 1b) he classifies the Gbe language in five basic clusters (Aja, Ewe, Fon, Gen and Phla-Phera) on the 
basis of phonological and morphophonological characteristics. He lists Aguna as a “non-Gbe language,” 
but in a later study includes Aguna among the Gbe languages (Capo 1990). 

1.2 Language name and classification 

The classification of Aguna is ambiguous. Capo (1986:xiii) indicates that Aguna is not a Gbe language, 
marking it on a map of Gbe languages as “not Gbe.” In a hierarchical reclassification of the Gbe 
continuum, Aguna is not included (1986:101). However, in a later work Capo (1990:1) does list Aguna 
as one of the Gbe languages of Benin. It is not clear, though, which subgroup he would classify it in.  

Stewart (1989:229) classifies the Gbe language group as Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, 
(New) Kwa, Left Bank, Gbe.6 

Williamson and Blench (2000:18) have recently reexamined the classification of the Niger-Congo 
language family. They use Stewart’s7 current classification of the New Kwa, which lists the Gbe 

                                              
2SIL is affiliated with the Direction de Recherche Scientifique in Togo and with the Centre National de Linguistique 
Appliquée in Benin. It has been accorded nongovernmental organization status in both countries. 
3See Appendix C.1: Community questionnaire. 
4See Appendix C.2: Nonformal education questionnaire. 
5While Djidja was a sous-préfecture at the time of the survey, it is now classified as a commune rurale (rural 
municipality). See footnote 8. 
6The suffix -gbe means “language” in the speech communities where these languages are spoken. Because not all of 
the interviewees attached this suffix to language names (and in the interest of simplification), the names in this 
paper will generally not include the suffix -gbe. 
7Personal communication to Williamson and Blench, revised from Stewart 1989. 
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languages directly under Proto-Kwa. Capo divides the Gbe languages into five groups: Vhe (Ewe), Gen, 
Aja, Fon and Phla-Phera (Xwla-Xwela). 

Historically, the Aguna come from Kpalimé-Agou in Togo, where Agou is spoken (see section 1.5). 
Capo (1986) classifies Agou under the Ewe subgroup of the Gbe languages. However, no research has 
been done on lexical similarity or intelligibility between Agou and Aguna.  

Alternative names for Aguna are Awuna and Agunaco (Lewis 2009), Agunanↄ (Commission 1983 and 
Centre 1989), and Agunagbe (Capo 1990). 

1.3 Language area 

According to the Atlas sociolinguistique (Commission 1983), Aguna is spoken in the arrondissement of 
Agouna, in the commune of Djidja, in the département of the Zou.8 

A sociolinguistic survey of the Ede language area in 1992 and 1993 (Kluge 1999a, 1999b and 1999c) 
identified the following villages as Aguna-speaking: Koutagba (Akoutagba), Léhokan and Djéguékpodji 
(Djèlèkpédji, Gangan) in the arrondissement of Agouna (commune of Djidja) and Datcha (a name not 
found in the census data) in the commune of Aplahoué. According to the Ede survey, there were also 
some Aguna-speaking villages in Togo: Dassagba, Koufota and Glito, in the circonscription (community) of 
Atakpamé. These Togolese villages were confirmed to be Aguna-speaking by those interviewed. 

According to the results of the community interviews, the Aguna language area is larger than the 
sources above indicate. It encompasses most villages belonging to the arrondissements of Agouna and 
Outo (Hounto) in Benin, in addition to several surrounding villages. However, some of these villages, 
including Gangan, are not pure Aguna villages but also contain Fon speakers. The Aguna-speaking 
villages of Togo are situated in the Plateau province of Togo (région Plateau), in the préfecture of Ogou,9 
east of Atakpamé. It is said that there are approximately forty Aguna-speaking villages in Togo. The 
Aguna language area in Togo is concentrated around the rural municipality of Glito. The northernmost 
Aguna-speaking village mentioned in Togo is Agossou, the southernmost is Agouna Dévé and the 
easternmost is Nokpéta. Some of the villages in the Aguna language area of Togo also contain Ifè, Fon 
and Aja speakers, and one was reported to contain Kabiye speakers.  

1.4 Population 

Population data elicited during the 1992 Benin census are categorized according to both ethnic group 
and commune. The census lists the Aguna people as a subgroup of the larger Fon ethnicity, consisting of 
Gbe speakers, and gives a total Aguna population of 3,470 (Ministère du Plan 1994). 

According to the same source of census data, the arrondissement of Agouna has 7,776 inhabitants and 
that of Hounto (Houto) has 2,295. However, given that a lot of immigration into Agouna is taking place, 
and that the immigrants are mainly government officials, teachers and outsiders marrying Aguna people, 
these figures include a number of non-Aguna speakers. 

Data from the 2002 census show a total of 822 Aguna speakers in Benin (Ministère Chargé 2003:33). 
However, this seems to be an unlikely number when we take into account the population figures given 
for the arrondissement of Agouna and all the villages that are reported to be entirely or partially Aguna-
speaking. The figures (Ministère Chargé 2004:19, 21) appear in Table 1. 

                                              
8Benin is divided into twelve départements (governmental provinces), each of which is composed of a varying 
number of rural and urban communes (municipalities) which encompass various arrondissements (districts). The 
départements were reorganized in 1999, and with the advent of decentralization in 2002, the sous-préfectures became 
communes and the communes became arrondissements. 
9Togo consists of five regions (provinces). Each région is divided into a varying number of préfectures and sous-
préfectures which in turn encompass various cantons. 
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Table 1. Language use in villages in the arrondissements of Agouna and Outo (2002 census) 

1. In the arrondissement d’Agouna Population Language 

    Aotrélé 1,720 mixed 
    Dénou 1,875 Aguna 
    Gangan 2,000 Aguna 
    Kouékouékanmè    624 Aguna 
    Koutagba 1,730 Aguna 
    Sankpiti 2,814 Aguna 

2. In the arrondissement de Outo (Hounto)   

    Chié (Tchié)    375 Aguna 
    Kokoroko (Kokodokpo?)    371 Aguna 
    Outo 1,239 mixed 
    Vévi    749 Aguna 
    Aklime (Akliènme)    558 Aguna 

Total       14,055  
 

We found no figures in the 2002 census data for the following Aguna-speaking villages: Assan, Anfin, 
Glégni, Gbédjénou, Déssa, Hanhota, Kléssigbedji, Kolobi,  pakli, Zoungahou, Tokpè, Ayokpéta, 
Yovoganhoué, Botadji, Dousso, Datcha, Kpalifo, Kéngoén and Miloko.  

The number of Aguna-speaking villages in Togo is, according to interviewees, as great as in Benin. 
However, no population figures could be obtained for the Aguna language area of Togo, and our survey 
did not extend into Togo.  

1.5 History of migration and ethnic identity 

Pazzi (1979:137) states that the Aguna came from near Mount Agu (Agou in French). He maintains that 
they can be distinguished from the Aja by their method of building houses. In the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, the Aguna were elephant hunters and brothers of the Kebu (now called Akebu and 
located in Togo) who lived on Mount Agu before the Ewe arrived in that area. 

Pazzi (1984) does not consider the Aguna as being descended from Aja-Tado (aire Aja-Tado), a group 
encompassing all the Gbe language groups. 

According to the interviewees, the Aguna have a different origin. People interviewed in Gangan 
confirmed that their ancestor was a hunter of elephants who lived in Kpalimé-Agou in Togo. One day, he 
shot an elephant, which then fled. The hunter followed the elephant and finally arrived in the village 
that is now called Agouna, also known as Agouna-Gangan or Agouna-Centre. That was where he settled. 
The people of the village of Koutagba, however, are apparently indigenous. The inhabitants of Sakpiti (a 
village within the arrondissement of Agouna) are also said to be indigenous. They are called Alowe. Those 
of Dénou are reportedly descendants of King Glele of Abomey (nineteenth century). This mixture of 
ethnic origins might explain why the Aguna consider their language a hybrid language. 

1.6 Presence of other ethnic groups 

Aguna-speaking villages are bordered by Fon communities to the south and southwest, by Ifè villages to 
the north and west, by Aja communities to the south and by Maxi communities to the northeast. Agouna 
is a community that has integrated a great number of outsiders such as Fon, Aja, Ifè, Ewe, Hausa, Maxi 
and Fulani. The influence of the Fon group is said to be strongest, and, after Aguna, Fon is the most 
commonly used language in Aguna-speaking villages. There have been a number of marriages between 
Aguna people and those of Aja, Ifè, Fon, Ewe, Hausa and Kabiye origin. In short, the Aguna are not 
isolated from contact with neighboring people groups and entertain frequent relationships, especially of 
commercial contact, with others. 
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1.7 Regional language use 

Aguna is the majority language spoken in the Aguna language area of Benin. The main language spoken 
in the commune of Djidja is Fon, the language of wider communication (LWC) throughout the south of 
Benin. Therefore, Fon has great influence in the whole area and is said to have “dominated” Aguna.  

French is the language of the Beninese education system and is used in official settings. In the 
commune of Djidja, the government literacy agency, Direction Nationale de l’Alphabétisation et de 
l’Education des Adultes (DNAEA), organizes adult literacy classes in Fon and also in Aguna in the 
arrondissement of Agouna. Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and churches also organize adult 
literacy classes in Fon or French. 

Churches in the Aguna language area use Aguna, Fon, French, Ewe and Gun in their worship services 
and for the Mass. 

1.8 Religion 

According to C. Sodalo (personal communication, 2000), people are very earnest followers of their 
traditional religion. Children are often sent to school for four years and then attend a traditional convent 
for three years. After finishing at the convent, the only children who continue to go to school are a few 
boys. There is no Christian presence in many Aguna villages.  

According to Action pour la Recherche et la Croissance des Eglises au Bénin (2001), there are 
fourteen churches containing Aguna speakers in Benin, of which only two have a majority (more than 
fifty percent) of Aguna speakers. In ten churches the Aguna are the second largest ethnic group, and in 
two churches they are the third largest ethnic group. 

We found the following church denominations in Agouna: Christianisme Céleste, the Roman Catholic 
Church, the Methodist Church, Union Rennaissance de l’Homme en Christ, the Pentecostal Church and 
Eglise Evangélique de la Foi. 

There is one mosque in Agouna, and the Muslims present were reported to be from the following 
ethnic groups: Hausa, Yoruba, Fulani and Aguna (two or three people). 

1.9 Nonformal education 

As mentioned in section 1.7, the government conducts nonformal adult education in the language area in 
Fon and Aguna. DNAEA started literacy classes in Fon in the commune of Djidja in 1976. During the 
campaign starting in 2001, literacy classes were also held in the Aguna language, but Fon primers were 
used as a basis for teaching. 

2 Goals—research questions 

The purpose of the Aguna sociolinguistic survey was to provide administrators of SIL Togo-Benin with 
information about the Aguna language area that would enable them to determine the need for SIL 
involvement in Aguna language development and the priority and strategy for such involvement. The 
current SIL strategy is to promote the use of existing language materials for as many people as possible. 
That is, written materials will be promoted among first language speakers of a given speech variety and 
among those who have an adequate comprehension of that language variety as a second dialect or a 
second language. In Benin extensive language development has been carried out in the following Gbe 
language varieties: Aja, Fon, Gen and Gun.  

Criteria for establishing the need for language development among the language communities in 
Togo and Benin, and the priorities and strategies for such involvement fall into two categories. The first 
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addresses the need for involvement: dialect comprehension, bilingualism,10 language vitality, and 
language attitudes. The second category addresses factors which influence language project priority and 
strategy: group cohesion/identity, existing internal structures or institutions, community-expressed 
need/interest, group size, potential community support, religious situation, government programs and 
policies, relationship to other languages with existing materials, and available or potential resources. 

The survey aimed to answer questions pertaining to the following specific topics: 
1. Language area 

• What are the geographical boundaries of the Aguna language area? 
2. Dialect situation 

• Are there any Aguna dialects? 
• What are the geographical boundaries of the Aguna dialects, if any? 
• Are the Aguna dialects, if any, mutually intelligible? 

3. Aguna in relation to neighboring and other language varieties 
• With which varieties of Gbe or Ede, if any, do the Aguna group themselves? 

4. Comprehension of Fon, Aja, Ewe, Gen and Ifè 
• What is the level of self-reported Fon, Aja, Ewe, Gen and Ifè comprehension in the Aguna speech 

community? 
• Is that level adequate for the use of Fon, Aja, Ewe, Gen or Ifè written materials? 

5. Bilingualism 
• What is the level of self-reported proficiency in Fon, Aja, Ewe, Gen and/or Ifè in the Aguna 

speech community? 
6. Language use 

• What language varieties are used by Aguna speakers in the different domains of everyday life, if 
any, and in which domains are they used? 

• What language(s) do the Aguna use when conversing with non-Aguna speakers? Which language 
do they prefer to use when they have the choice? 

7. Language attitudes 
• What is the Aguna community’s attitude toward the use of Fon, Aja, Ewe, Gen and Ifè? 
• Are written materials in Fon, Aja, Ewe, Gen or Ifè acceptable to Aguna speakers? 
• Which variety do the Aguna prefer for use in literacy classes and for written material? 
• What are community attitudes toward the use of written material in Aguna? 

8. Language vitality 
• Is any other language replacing Aguna in any speech domain? 

9. Ethnic identity 
• What is the ethnic identity of Aguna speakers? 

10. Literacy situation 
• What is the literacy situation in the Aguna language area? 
• What languages are used in literacy classes, if any? 
• Are there already literacy classes in the Aguna language area, and if so, in which language(s)? 

11. Religious situation 
• What is the religious situation and what languages are used in the different religious groups?  

3 Methodology 

The following techniques were used to gather the background information presented in section 1 and to 
address the research questions. 

                                              
10In the limited contexts of this survey, the team investigated the perceived proficiency of Aguna speakers in Fon, 
Aja, Ewe, Gen and Ifè rather than testing the subjects for proficiency. 
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3.1 Informal interviews 

We conducted preliminary individual interviews with the following people in order to gather 
background information: 
• A Fon professor from Djidja who knows the language area well and has valid background 

information on relevant people in the area. 
• An Aguna student in Cotonou whose parents are both Aguna.  

In addition we interviewed several individuals, such as the headmaster of the high school of Agouna, in 
order to get as complete a picture as possible of language use and comprehension in the language area. 

3.2 Interviews with community leaders 

We visited the maire (mayor) of Djidja, the village chiefs of the villages chosen for the survey and the 
maire of Agouna11 in order to inform government officials about the survey team’s mission in the Aguna 
language area. We also interviewed these people about the languages spoken in the area. We interviewed 
the literacy coordinator of the département of Zou, the literacy coordinator of the commune of Djidja and 
various literacy teachers about ongoing nonformal education programs. 

3.3 Questionnaires 

We used a community questionnaire to investigate the following topics (see Appendix C.1): 
• Language name(s) and language area 
• History of the Aguna people 
• Dialect situation 
• Language use 
• Language vitality 
• Language attitudes 
• Comprehension of Fon, Aja, Ewe, Gen and Ifè 
• Self-reported proficiency in Fon, Aja, Ewe, Gen and Ifè 
• Ethnic identity 
• Religion 
A second questionnaire enabled us to gather information about the state of nonformal education (see 
Appendix C.2). 

4 Implementation 

We conducted the research in the commune of Djidja, which is in the département of Zou. We chose two 
villages in order to have a balanced sample of the Aguna speech community. Lack of time prevented us 
from making a trip to the Aguna language area in Togo. 

4.1 Informal interviews 

Informal interviews before and during the trip were conducted with the following individuals: 

                                              
11The title sous-préfet was replaced by maire, and the title maire was replaced by chef d’arrondissement in the 
decentralization in 2002. See also footnote 8. 
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• An Aguna speaker who is a student in Cotonou. His parents were both born in Agouna, and he gave 
us information on the language area in general as well as language use and comprehension. 

• The headmaster of the high school of Agouna and Idaca informed us about the school situation and 
language use at the school. 

• A literacy teacher from Koutagba was interviewed about the classes he conducts in Aguna and about 
material written in Aguna. 

• The coordinator and administrator of the Institut Tibona gave us important information about the 
status of Aguna language development. Institut Tibona is a local organization that aims for 
community development through training people to formulate their problems, analyze them and find 
solutions to them. It sees literacy as essential to development. 

4.2 Questionnaires 

4.2.1 Community questionnaire 

We administered community questionnaires in two villages: Gangan and Koutagba. Gangan is the seat of 
the traditional village chief and king of the Aguna people. It is the cultural and commercial center of the 
Aguna language area of Benin. The arrondissement of Agouna is composed of six different village 
communities: Gangan, Sakpiti, Koutagba, Dénou, Aklimé and Aotre. Although Koutagba is officially part 
of the arrondissement of Agouna, it is not seen as part of Agouna by its inhabitants, partly because of the 
distance (approximately five km) from Gangan. During the community interview in Gangan, inhabitants 
of Gangan, Sakpiti, Dénou and Aotré were present.  

Koutagba is said to be the place of origin of the Aguna people. Because informal interviews indicated 
a lower comprehension of Fon in Koutagba (and in order to have a balanced sample), we also visited 
Koutagba and conducted a community interview there.  

During an initial interview with the village chief (and maire in Agouna), we explained the purpose of 
our research. We asked him to invite people of all age groups to be included in a community interview 
so that we could get a broad idea of language use and comprehension in the Aguna communities. Our 
intention was to have a sample consisting of five representatives of each of the following “social groups”: 
• Men of about 20 years of age (“younger men”)  
• Men of about 40 years of age or older (“older men”) 
• Women of about 20 years of age (“younger women”) 
• Women of about 40 years of age or older (“older women”) 

During the interviews, representatives of all the above-mentioned groups were usually present. 
However, there were more men than women present in all interviews, and sometimes the total number 
of women was less than ten. 

The questionnaire items were usually used in their preset order, but sometimes we let the topic of 
conversation lead us. The responses were recorded either on the questionnaires or in note form. Maps of 
the area (see Appendix A and B) were used in conjunction with the questionnaire to aid in determining 
language boundaries and discovering which other languages were spoken in the wider area.  

For questions C.2, 4, 5; D.1, 2; and E.4, 5, 6 of the community questionnaire, the different social 
groups present were addressed separately in order to get a balanced impression of language attitudes and 
self-perceived comprehension of and proficiency in the different surrounding languages. 

Literacy teachers in the villages of Agouna and Koutagba served as interpreters for the community 
interviews. They translated our questions from French into Aguna and the responses back into French. 

4.2.2 Nonformal education questionnaire 

We collected data concerning ongoing nonformal education programs and languages used for nonformal 
education classes in an interview held with the literacy coordinator of the commune of Djidja in addition 
to interviews with literacy teachers. 
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5 Results 

The following sections present the results of the informal interviews, the community questionnaires and 
the nonformal education questionnaire. Where no specific village is mentioned in our discussion of 
questionnaire results, “all interviewees” and “our interviewees” refer to all persons interviewed in both 
communities. 

In the questionnaire results, it is to be understood that the data are reported, not tested, even when 
this is not explicitly stated. 

5.1 Aguna dialect situation 

The interview participants in both villages unanimously agreed that there are no major differences 
resulting in regional dialects of Aguna. In Koutagba minor differences in vocabulary and pronunciation 
were mentioned. However, all Aguna people (even little children) understand each other. 

5.2 Relationship to other Gbe and neighboring varieties 

We aimed to identify with which other varieties the Aguna would choose to group their language. Thus, 
in both village communities we asked people to list related Gbe varieties that resembled Aguna and 
others that did not. In order to evaluate the Aguna speakers’ comprehension of several other languages, 
our interview partners were asked what language they would speak when they needed to communicate 
with a speaker of each of a number of other Gbe and neighboring varieties. We also asked them which 
varieties they would find either easier and or more difficult to understand. Finally, the questionnaire 
contained questions concerning preschool children’s comprehension of a number of other Gbe and 
neighboring varieties. 

5.2.1 Fon 

All interviewees agreed that there is no resemblance between Aguna and Fon. However, due to frequent 
contact with Fon speakers in the villages, markets and schools, Fon is perceived as easy to understand, 
and almost all interviewees claimed to speak it well. The Aguna usually speak Fon in conversations with 
Fon speakers, and the latter respond in Fon. There are some Fon speakers in the Aguna community who 
understand Aguna, and when they converse with Aguna speakers, they speak their own languages. This 
language use behavior was reported to be especially in evidence at the high school in Agouna, where Fon 
students are mixed with a majority of Aguna speakers. The headmaster stated that Aguna pupils often 
keep speaking their language with Fon speakers, and the latter respond in Aguna. On the other hand, he 
said that all Aguna pupils speak Fon well. 

Fon was said to have the greatest influence and to be spoken the most in the Aguna villages when 
compared to other neighboring languages such as Aja, Ewe, Gen, Ifè and Maxi. There are a number of 
intermarriages of Aguna with Fon speakers, and there are also Fon teachers in the Agouna rural 
arrondissement. Although not perceived to be the easiest language to understand, Fon (besides Aguna) 
was reported to be the language spoken most often by Aguna speakers.  

In Gangan the Fon influence is more intense than in Koutagba, and high comprehension was 
reported. All social groups claimed to understand everything a Fon speaker says, even jokes and 
proverbs. Little children of six years were also said to understand Fon well. Not only do all interviewees 
in Agouna understand Fon well, but they also speak it to a certain degree. Fon proficiency was reported 
to be high across the spectrum of social groups, although some of the proficiency levels might refer to 
commercial interaction rather than to in-depth discussions. The statements made about Fon 
comprehension and proficiency are true for all four villages represented in the interview. All 
interviewees from Gangan, Sakpiti, Aotré and Dénou were unanimous in claiming high comprehension 
of—and even proficiency in—Fon. 
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In Koutagba all social groups also reported a high comprehension of Fon, and Fon was said to be 
easier to understand than Aja or Ifè. Six-year-old children in Koutagba can only understand Fon well if 
they grow up with Fon speakers. All social groups in Koutagba claimed to understand Fon well. They 
understand jokes but find proverbs in Fon difficult to understand.  

On the other hand, a literacy teacher who teaches Fon and Aguna literacy classes stated that people 
in Koutagba do not understand Fon well. He said that their knowledge of Fon is sufficient for commercial 
exchanges but that people do not know the names of many things, for example, tree names. When asked 
whether certain social groups had more difficulty comprehending Fon than other groups, he said that all 
social groups had difficulty understanding Fon. 

Comprehension difficulties were reported to be especially prevalent in the church domain. “Some 
people do not understand Fon in depth (à sa profondeur),” one person commented. Some interviewees 
evaluated the level of comprehension of Fon as insufficient for the Scriptures to “touch the heart.” On 
the other hand, believers were reported to be getting used to Fon and therefore understanding it well. 

In general, good comprehension of Fon was reported especially where there was strong Fon 
influence, such as at school and in the neighborhoods where Fon speakers live in the villages. 

5.2.2 Aja, Gen and Ewe 

Aja, Gen and Ewe were said by all interviewees to resemble Aguna. The interviewees did not come to 
consensus on which of these three varieties most resembles Aguna. In Gangan Ewe was said to resemble 
Aguna more than Gen does. Intelligibility seems to depend on contact as well as resemblance. It was seen 
as natural that the more contact one has with Aja, Gen or Ewe speakers, the easier it is to understand 
them. 

Some interviewees said Aja most resembles Aguna; at the same time they said that the Aguna who 
live closer to the Aja area (to the south) understand Aja better. Other interviewees in Gangan said they 
understand Gen jokes better than Aja jokes. As to Aja comprehension by little children, a long discussion 
took place during the community interview in Gangan, and our interviewees did not easily reach a 
consensus on whether a child of six could understand Aja. The Aja reportedly understand Aguna, and in 
communication between Aja and Aguna speakers, both speak their own languages.  

Even though Gen is not geographically close, all interviewees said it is understood well. Only Gen 
proverbs were said to be difficult to understand in Gangan. Children of six in Koutagba can understand 
Gen if they grow up with Gen speakers. Since there are reportedly no Gen speakers in the village of 
Koutagba, we conclude that children there do not usually understand Gen. In Gangan every child aged 
three and above was reported to understand Gen well. In conversations between Gen and Aguna 
speakers, both speak their mother tongues.  

Ewe was said to resemble Aguna more than Aja does, and it is the origin of the Aguna people and 
language (see section 1.5). In conversations with Ewe speakers, the Aguna and the Ewe speak their own 
languages. Overall, Ewe was said to be well understood but not in-depth. In Gangan no comprehension 
problems at all were reported, whereas in Koutagba, all social groups said they understood neither jokes 
nor proverbs in Ewe. In Koutagba children of six reportedly comprehend Ewe well, whereas in Gangan 
they do not.  

Ewe was said to be used in one of the churches and to be well understood (even better than Fon is) 
by the believers. 

5.2.3 Ife, Maxi and Idaca 

Ifè, the neighboring language to the north and west, is not perceived to resemble Aguna. However, in 
general it is well understood by Aguna speakers, including children of preschool age. The high 
comprehension of Ifè is explained partly by the fact that the language of the Agunas’ main divinity, Molu, 
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resembles Ifè.12 At the same time, however, Ifè songs were reported to be difficult to learn. All social 
groups in Koutagba claimed to understand Ifè to a certain extent. The women present said they do not 
understand jokes and proverbs, and the young men understand jokes but not proverbs. In Gangan both 
high comprehension of and proficiency in Ifè were reported. Interviewees said that they are able to say 
everything they want to in Ifè, and even use proverbs. 

Maxi is not perceived by Aguna speakers to resemble Aguna, and there is little contact with Maxi 
speakers. It was reported that the Maxi living in Gangan do not speak Maxi. In Agouna Maxi and Aguna 
speakers communicate with each other in Fon. In Koutagba some comprehension of Maxi was reported. 
When communicating with the Maxi, the Aguna in Koutagba use Fon, whereas the Maxi use Maxi. Maxi 
does not play an important role in the daily life of the Aguna living there. 

Idaca (Daca) is not close to Aguna, and it is generally not understood by Aguna speakers. The Aguna 
have little contact with Idaca speakers. In the few conversations that occur between Aguna and Idaca 
speakers, both are obliged to speak Ifè. 

5.2.4 Language attitudes 

Indicators for language attitudes are as follows: 
• How do older men react when young people start to speak a given language at home? 
• Do Aguna parents want their children to read and write in a given language? 
• Do Aguna speakers want to speak a given language better? 
• What is the Aguna speaker’s attitude towards literacy in Fon, Aja, Gen, Ewe and Ifè? (See also 

section 5.5).  
In general, attitudes of Aguna speakers to the use of Fon, Aja, Gen, Ewe and Ifè are neutral or positive. In 
both interviews older men reported allowing young people to speak any of these languages at home as 
long as the older people understood it (reported in Gangan), and as long as they do not speak it more 
than Aguna (reported in Koutagba). Aguna parents want their children to learn to read and write in 
Aguna and in Fon the most. In Gangan mothers and old people do not want their children to learn to 
read and write in Aja. None of the interviewees in Gangan wanted their children to learn to read and 
write in Ifè. 

In Koutagba the same attitudes were initially reported. In the course of the interview, however, it 
became clear that interviewees wanted literacy for their children and themselves only in Fon and Aguna. 
Furthermore, when asked in which languages they desired proficiency, they declared, “We want only 
Fon and Aguna.”13 

5.3 Language vitality 

In order to evaluate Aguna language vitality, we examined language use in different domains, the 
transmission of the language from parents to children and whether the younger generation is thought to 
speak Aguna correctly.  

Communities surveyed said they spoke Aguna more than any other language and they expressed 
positive attitudes towards it. There are no Aguna people who do not speak Aguna. Aguna is used in all 
domains of the Aguna language community’s daily life. The only exceptions arise from external pressure 
i.e. the use of French in the education system, or from necessity i.e. the need to communicate with those 
who do not understand Aguna. Although Fon is also spoken in Agouna villages, Fon speakers who settle 
in the Aguna language area usually learn to speak Aguna as well. Children of all mixed marriages in 
Aguna villages learn to speak Aguna. If the father is Aguna, the first language a child learns is Aguna. If 
the mother is Aguna and the father is from a different language group, the child might learn the father’s 

                                              
12In the community interview in Koutagba, we were informed that every fetish has its own language. Molu is the 
name of the fetish as well as of the language that is used to worship it.  
13The village chief added a famous Fon proverb: “One cannot put two fingers into one nostril” which means that one 
cannot do two things at the same time.  
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language first, but learns Aguna as well. All young people are said to speak Aguna correctly. In Koutagba 
however, it is said that when young people speak Aguna, they mix it with foreign words.  

5.4  Group cohesion and identity 
The Aguna people reportedly consist partly of indigenous individuals, partly of individuals from Abomey 
and partly of immigrants from Togo. Their identity is with the Ewe people group, although they consider 
themselves Aguna people first. They consider themselves as brothers (frères consanguins) of the Aja-Tado 
descendants and say that the ancestors of those in Sakpiti were sons of the king of Abomey. The Ewe 
were also mentioned as their ancestors. The Aguna are well aware of their origins. As regards group 
cohesion, ceremonies are held in Gangan at the king’s place and also in Koutagba at the Molu convent. 
However, it seems that these ceremonies do not concern all Aguna speakers in Benin, let alone those in 
Togo. The existence of Togolese Aguna was mentioned, but no family ties or common ceremonies were 
reported. The situation of the Aguna in Togo is unknown to the researchers, and because of time 
restrictions, no investigation of the language situation in Togo was carried out.  

5.5  Nonformal education situation 
In the commune of Djidja literacy classes offered by the governmental literacy agency DNAEA are held in 
Fon. The total number of participants in the Fon classes between 1976 and 2000 was 4156 (3245 men 
and 911 women). 

Considerable efforts to promote literacy are being made in the wider region, and several NGOs have 
also started to offer or to finance literacy classes. In 2000–2001 the classes listed in Table 2 were offered 
in Fon in the commune of Djidja (places unknown). 

Table 2. Literacy classes in the commune of Djidja 

Organization Number of 
classes 

Male
participants 

Female
participants 

Total 
participants 

CDAa 15 295 142 437 
GEFADb  7 123  35 158 
Projet EDUCOMc III  3  60  32   92 

 
aCDA: Coordinateur d’Alphabétisation Départemental—the departmental literacy coordinator of the DNAEA. 
bGEFAD: Groupe d’Etude et de Formation à l’Auto Développement. 
cEDUCOM: Education and Community.  

In 2001–2002 thirty-seven classes were offered in the commune, but the exact numbers of 
participants have not yet been evaluated. The aim of the literacy organization is to offer at least twenty 
classes every year in the commune.  

In 2000 the Programme National du Développement Communautaire14 (PNDC) also began offering 
its resources for literacy to the commune. It encouraged literacy workers to start classes in Aguna, 
because in some villages Fon comprehension was reported to be rather low and therefore, Fon classes did 
not succeed. Literacy work in Aguna was started in 2001. Two Aguna men took a correspondence course 
offered by a Canadian NGO to learn how to develop an orthography. They then started translating Fon 
documents on community development into Aguna. These have been tested with native Aguna speakers 
and are ready to be printed. At the time of the survey, Fon primers were being used and translated into 
Aguna during the Aguna literacy classes since there was no Aguna primer yet. However, a primer has 
been developed and is ready to be printed. The PNDC launched this project in collaboration with the 

                                              
14National Community Development Program 
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Institut Tibona. The latter is responsible for editing the primer, whereas the PNDC has taken charge of 
the financing. Institut Tibona has also trained the Fon literacy teachers in the Aguna language area to 
conduct literacy classes in Aguna. 

In the arrondissement of Agouna the classes listed in Table 3 were being held at the time of the 
survey. Most literacy teachers involved in these were Aguna. 
 

Table 3. Literacy classes in the arrondissement of Agouna 

 Village Organization Male 

participants 

Female 

participants 

Total  

partici-

pants 

Ethnicity  

of partici-

pants 

Language 

(1)  Gangan I  PNDC - 12 12 ? Fon 
(2) Gangan II PNDC 10  5 15 ? Fon-Agunaa 
(3) Gangan III PNDC   8  7 15 ? Fon 
(4) Dénou GEFAD       ~20  2      ~22 ~18 Aguna Fon 
(5) Sankpiti I PNDC 18  7 25        Aguna Aguna 
(6) Sankpiti II PNDC 13  5 18 ? Fon 
(7) Hanhota PNDC 15  7 22 ? Aguna-Fon 
(8) Koutagba I PNDC   ?  ? 15 ? Aguna 
(9) Koutagba II EDUCOM   ?  ? 30 ? Aguna 

aTranslation is done from Fon to Aguna as there are no documents in Aguna. 
 

The literacy coordinator of the commune of Djidja stated that additional classes were being held in 
surrounding villages, for instance, in Hounto, Aklinmé, Assagbe, Hotowou and Amontika. It was not 
possible to obtain an exhaustive list of literacy classes held in the language area.  

Additionally, literacy efforts are being made in some churches in the Aguna language area. The 
Roman Catholic Church of Agouna offers Fon literacy classes for children, and the Pentecostal Church 
offers literacy classes in Fon and in French. 

The Aguna display a very positive attitude towards literacy classes in Fon as well as in Aguna. 
Literacy workers in Agouna and Koutagba exhibited high motivation for establishing more Aguna 
literacy classes. The main hindrances to realizing their projects are a lack of finances and of material 
written in Aguna.  

5.6 Religion and language use 

According to our interview partners, the majority of Aguna speakers practice the traditional religion. 
Their main traditional order (couvent) is called Molu. There are no churches and no mosques in 
Koutagba, whereas in Gangan the presence of the following churches was reported: Christianisme Céleste 
(biggest church), Union Renaissance de l’Homme en Christ (second biggest church), Catholic Church, 
Methodist Church, Pentecostal Church and Eglise Evangélique de la Foi. There is also a mosque and the 
large majority of Muslims are Hausa or Yoruba. There are two or three Aguna followers of Islam. 

Language use in Aguna churches is varied. In the majority of churches, Fon is used for all parts of 
the Mass or worship service, whereas Aguna is used in different group meetings such as women’s and 
youth meetings. Only in the Pentecostal Church is Ewe the main language used for the worship service, 
whilst Christianisme Céleste uses Gun, Fon and French for Scripture readings. Since there is no religious 
material written in Aguna, Aguna is only used for the oral parts of the Mass or worship services.  

In the mosque in Agouna, Arabic is used for the Koran readings and preaching, and Yoruba, Hausa, 
Gen and Fon are used for the interpretation of the readings. 

As previously mentioned, in the voodoo couvents (such as Molu), Aguna or the respective fetish 
language is used.  
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6 Summary and conclusions 

The purpose of this survey was to gather data that would help SIL administrators determine whether SIL 
would engage in language development with the Aguna language community and the priority and 
strategy for such involvement. Following is a summary of the findings. 

No major dialect differences among Aguna speakers were reported, though it was stated that some 
differences exist in vocabulary and pronunciation.  

Aja, Ewe and Gen are considered to resemble Aguna, and when the Aguna communicate with these 
speakers, all use their own languages. All three languages are generally well understood by all Aguna 
speakers, even by children. However, contact is an important factor determining the degree of 
comprehension and proficiency. Therefore, preschool children do not necessarily understand Aja, Ewe 
and Gen.  

Even though Fon was reported not to resemble Aguna, it is the language that is used most, after 
Aguna, by Aguna speakers, and it was also reported to be well understood by all social groups. In a 
conversation between a Fon speaker and an Aguna speaker, both usually speak Fon. However, there are 
Fon speakers in the language area who understand Aguna well, and in this case the Fon and Aguna 
speakers would use their mother tongues in a conversation. 

Ifè does not resemble Aguna, but it is generally well understood by all Aguna speakers. Since Molu, 
the fetish language that resembles Ifè, plays a major role in the life of the Aguna, comprehension of Ifè 
was reported to be rather high even by little children. In general, comprehension of Ifè in Gangan is 
higher than in Koutagba and even includes Ifè proficiency. In Koutagba comprehension of Ifè does not 
include jokes and proverbs in all social groups. 

Idaca and Maxi are both considered not only to be “far” from Aguna, but also to be difficult to 
understand. 

The Aguna display positive attitudes towards the use of Aja, Ewe, Gen, Fon and Ifè. When given a 
choice for literacy, their preference is, however, the use of Aguna and Fon. None expressed a desire to 
learn to read and write Aja or Ifè. 

Aguna is the preferred language of the Aguna people and is used in all domains where it is practical 
and permitted. Thus, there are presently no indications of occurring or impending language shift.  

The Aguna are aware of their ethnic origin and see themselves as a separate ethnic group. Regarding 
group cohesion, ceremonies are held in different places, and there does not seem to be a ceremony that 
is celebrated by all Aguna. No strong ties to the Aguna in Togo were reported.  

The Aguna expressed a positive attitude toward the use and development of their language, as well 
as towards the use of Fon for literacy. Fon literacy programs are already in place in the wider area and, 
additionally, efforts are being made to establish more Aguna literacy classes within the language area. 
Not only are there efforts to establish more literacy classes in general, but also some of the literacy 
workers are highly motivated to produce Aguna written material. In addition to government literacy 
programs, the Catholic Church in Agouna offers Fon literacy classes for children, and the Pentecostal 
Church offers literacy classes in Fon and in French.  

7 Recommendations 

SIL strategy is to encourage the use of existing language materials for as wide an audience as possible. 
Given adequate comprehension of and positive attitudes towards Fon, as long there is adequate 
institutional support for literacy in the region, it appears that there is currently no need for Aguna 
language development. However, continuing assessment should be undertaken in order to examine the 
institutional support for nonformal education in the region and to evaluate the comprehension of written 
materials in Fon. 
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Appendix A: Map of Aguna language area—Benin 
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Appendix B: Map of Aguna language area—Togo 
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Appendix C: Questionnaires 

C.1 Community questionnaire 

QUESTIONNAIRE COMMUNAUTAIRE—ENQUETE SUR L’AGOUNA 

SIL Togo-Bénin 

G. Faton, May 2002 

Effectué le ________________ à ______________________ par ____________________ 

Autres(s) enquêteur(s) présent(s) _____________________________ 

Traducteur : _______________________________ domicile : _______________________________________ 

Identité ethnique du chef : _________________________; des vieux : ________________________________ 

Interlocuteurs principaux : ____________________________________________________________________ 

Langues parlées pendant l’interview : ____________________________________________________________ 

Estimation du nombre de vieux hommes : ___ jeunes hommes : ____vieilles femmes : ____ jeunes femmes : ___ 

Abréviations : 

Aj = Aja, Ag = Agouna, E = Ewe, F= Fon, Fr = Français, G = Gen, Id = Idaca,  
If = Ifè, Ma= Maxi,  

O = oui, N = non 

A. LA LANGUE ET LE PEUPLE DE L’ENQUETE ET LES LANGUES VOISINES 

1. Comment appelez-vous votre propre langue ? 
Comment appelez-vous vous-mêmes en tant qu’ethnie ? 

2. La majorité de la population ici au village sont des locuteurs de quelle langue ?  

3. Et les minorités sont des locuteurs de quelles langues ?  

4. Est-ce qu’il y a des Agouna ici au village qui ne parlent pas l’agouna ? O N  -Et dans d’autres 
villages ? O N 

5. D’où sont venus les fondateurs de ce village ? (Pourquoi est-ce qu’ils ont quitté là-bas ?) 

6. Est-ce qu’il y a un lieu (village) traditionnel où tous les Agouna fêtent leur cérémonies traditionnelles 
ensemble? 
O N 
Si oui, lequel ? 

7. Pour trouver L’ETENDUE DE LA REGION où la langue est parlée, montrez une photocopie d’une 
carte de la région, et posez les questions suivantes.  

8. Dans quels villages votre langue agouna est-elle parlée exclusivement ? (demandez pour chaque 
village) 

9. (Encerclez les villages où la langue enquêtée est parlée; mettez en parenthèses les villages où il n’est 
pas certain que la langue est parlée.) 

10. Est-ce qu’il y a des villages où plusieurs langues sont parlées ? 

11. (Encadrez les villages où plusieurs langues sont parlées à côté de la langue enquêtée, notez les noms 
de ces autres langues à côté.) 

12. Dans quels villages parle-t-on une langue différente que la vôtre ? Quel est le nom de cette langue / 
ces langues ? 
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13. (Soulignez les villages où il est certain qu’on parle une langue différente que celle en question, et 
écrivez le nom de celle-ci à côté du village - ceci pour déterminer les frontières de la langue étudiée.) 

14. Est-ce qu’il y a d’autres villages où on parle l’agouna ailleurs ? (s’il y a aucune réponse, demandez : 
au Togo ?) 

B. VARIANTES DE LA LANGUE ENQUETEE ET INTERCOMPREHENSION ENTRE LES VARIANTES 

1. Est-ce qu’on parle l’agouna exactement comme vous dans tous les autres villages agouna ?  O  N 
Si non, quelles sortes de différences existent entre votre variante et les autres (prononciation, 
vocabulaire, emprunté, ton) ?  

2. Est-ce que tous les locuteurs agouna se comprennent mutuellement ? O  N 
Précisez! 

C. LES RAPPORTS AVEC D’AUTRES LANGUES 

(pour les questions suivantes : demandez ces questions séparément aux informateurs de tous les âges, 
hommes et femmes !!!) 

1. Quelles autres langues ressemblent votre langue ?  
 (demandez en général et après, demandez spécifiquement d’après chaque langue mentionnée ci-
dessous) 
Aja : O N ; Ewe : O  N ; Fon : O N ;  Gen : O N ; Idaca : O N ; Ifè : O N ; Maxi : O N   ___ 

2.  

Est-ce vous avez jamais parlé avec un locuteur Aj 
O N 

Ew 
O N 

F 
O N 

G 
O N 

Id 
O N 

If 
O N 

Ma 
O N 

____ 
O N 

 

Si oui, vous parlez quelle langue avec eux ?          

Ils vous répondent en quelle langue ?          

3. Quelle langue (à part l’agouna) est utilisée (parlée) le plus souvent ici au village ? ____________________ 
et dans les villages près d’ici?  _____________________________________________________________ 

4. Quelle langue comprenez-vous le mieux ?  Aja, (Ewe), Fon, Gen, Ifè, Maxi 

5. Quelle langue comprenez-vous le pire ?    Aja, (Ewe), Fon, Gen, Ifè, Maxi 

D. LES ATTITUDES ENVERS D’AUTRES LANGUES 

1. Quelle langue d’après vous est la meilleure pour publier des livrets ? (l’aja/ l’ewe/ le fon/ le gen/ 
l’ifè/…) Pourquoi ?  
 Et après ? (deuxième...) 

2. Voudriez-vous que vos enfants apprennent à lire et à écrire  

3. le fon ?   O  N 

4. le gen ?  O  N 

5. l’ewe ?   O  N 

6. l’aja ?   O  N 

7. l’ifè ?   O  N 

8. l'agouna ?  O  N 

E. COMPREHENSION ET USAGE DE LANGUES 

1. Est-ce qu’il y a des mariages mixtes ?  O  N  Si oui, avec quelle(s) ethnie(s) ? 
La plupart des mariages mixtes sont avec les locuteurs de quelle langue ?  

2. Est-ce qu’un enfant de six ans de ce village (nommez le nom du village) peut comprendre : 
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3. le fon ?  O  N 

4. l’aja ?   O  N 

5. le gen ?  O  N 

6. l’ewe ?   O  N 

7. l’ifè ?   O  N 

8. Sinon, quand il grandit, à quel âge comprendra-t-il le fon ? ___  l’aja ? __ le gen ?__   l’ewe ?__   l’ifè ?___ 

9. Pouvez-vous toujours comprendre les locuteurs fon ? O N  -aja ? O N -gen ? O N  -ewe ? O N   

-ifè ? O N 

10. Fon : Comprenez-vous même les blagues ?  O  N 
-les proverbes ?    O  N 

11. Aja : Comprenez-vous même les blagues ?  O  N 
-les proverbes ?    O  N 

12. Gen : Comprenez-vous même les blagues ?  O  N 
-les proverbes ?   O  N 

13. Ewe : Comprenez-vous même les blagues ?  O  N 
-les proverbes ?    O  N 

14. Ifè : Comprenez-vous même les blagues ?  O  N 
les proverbes ?    O  N 

15. Pouvez-vous toujours dire tout ce que vous voulez en  
fon ?  O  N   -aja ?  O  N   -gen ?  O  N   -ewe ?  O  N   -ifè ?  O  N   
(Si non, demandez le suivant) : 

16. Aimeriez-vous mieux parler  
le fon ? O N   -l’aja ? O N  -le gen ? O N  -l’ewe ? O N  - l’ifè ? O N 
     Pourquoi ? 

17. Quelle langue les parents Agouna parlent-ils avec leurs petits enfants (< 6 ans) ?  

18. Parmi les Agouna, quelle est la première langue que les enfants apprennent dans ce village ?  

19. Dans les mariages mixtes au village, quelle langue est-ce que les enfants apprennent premièrement,si 
le père est agouna et la mère est  
fon ? _____   aja ? _____   gen ? ____  ewe ?  _____  ifè ?______ 
si la mère est agouna et le père est  
fon ? ______  aja ? _____   gen ? ____   ewe ?_____  ifè ?______ 

20. Ici à Agouna, quelle langue est-ce qu’utilise normalement :  

parmi les Agouna à la maison au champ à l’ecole 

un vieux/une vieille   - 
un adulte (20–40 ans)   - 
un/e jeune de 10–20 ans    
un enfant (6–10 ans)    
un petit enfant (< 6 ans)    

21. Quelle langue est-ce que vous utilisez ici au village pour : 

22. Les annonces dans le village      Aj   Ag   E   F   Fr   G   If     ___ 

23. Les rites de coutumes       Aj   Ag   E   F   Fr   G   If     ___ 
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24. Les jugements dans la famille     Aj   Ag   E   F   Fr   G   If     ___ 

25. Les jugements au village      Aj   Ag   E   F   Fr   G   If     ___ 

26. Les conseils des anciens (au village)    Aj   Ag   E   F   Fr   G   If     ___ 

27. Les réunions du conseil traditionnel (régionales) Aj   Ag   E   F   Fr   G   If     ___ 

28. Les jeunes gens (10 - 20 ans), est-ce qu’ils parlent votre langue comme il faut ?  O N   Expliquez ! 

29. a) Si les jeunes gens parl(ai)ent le fon à la maison, qu’est-ce qu’un vieux en pense(rait) ? 
b) Si les jeunes gens parl(ai)ent l’aja à la maison, qu’est-ce qu’un vieux en pense(rait) ? 
c) Si les jeunes gens parl(ai)ent le gen à la maison, qu’est-ce qu’un vieux en pense(rait) ? 
d) Si les jeunes gens parl(ai)ent l’ifè à la maison, qu’est-ce qu’un vieux en pense(rait) ? 
e) Si les jeunes gens parl(ai)ent l’ewe à la maison, quest-ce qu‘un vieux en pense(rait) ? 

F. ALPHABETISATION 

1. Est-ce qu’il y a des classes d’alphabétisation ici au village ?  O  N 
Si oui, dans quelle(s) langue(s) ? ________________________________________________________ 
C’est organisé par qui ? 
Cela se passe combien de fois par an/mois/semaine ? Depuis quand est-ce qu’il y a ces classes ? 

2. Est-ce qu’il y a des classes d’alphabétisation dans la région ? O  N 
Si oui, dans quelle(s) langue(s) ? ______________________________________________________ 
Ça se passe combien de fois par semaine/mois/an ? Et depuis quand est-ce que cela se passe ? 

3. Est-ce que vous avez jamais vu quelque chose écrit en agouna ?     O  N  (Si oui, quoi ?)  

4. Est-ce que vous connaissez quelqu’un qui écrit en agouna ?            O  N  (Si oui, qui ?) 

5. Si on commençait un programme d’alphabétisation les gens d’ici s’intéresserait-ils à s’inscrire pour la 
classe : 

6. si c’était en fon ?     O  N 

7. et si c’était en aja ?     O  N 

8. et si c’était en gen ?     O  N 

9. et si c’était en ewe ?    O  N 

10. et si c’était en ifè ?     O  N 

11. et si c’était en agouna ?    O  N 

G. INFORMATION GENERALE SUR LA COMMUNAUTE 

1. La majorité ici au village est de quelle religion : musulmane, chrétienne, religion 
traditionnelle/animiste ?  

2. Il y a quelles églises ou groupes religieux ici au village ?  

3. Est-ce qu’il y a des mosquées ici ? O  N  
Si oui, quelle langue est utilisée pour: 
la prédication/l’enseignement ? Arabe     Aj   Ag   E   F   Fr   G   If ___ 
l’interprétation de la lecture du Coran ? Arabe   Aj   Ag   E   F   Fr   G   If ___ 

4. Les gens qui y prient sont de quelle(s) ethnie(s) ? 
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C.2 Nonformal education questionnaire 

QUESTIONNAIRE POUR LES RESPONSABLES D’EDUCATION NON-FORMELLE - 
ENQUETE SUR L’AGOUNA 

SIL Togo-Bénin 

G. Faton, May 2002 

Effectué le __________________ à __________________________ par ________________________________ 

Autres enquêteurs présents :____________________________________________________________________ 

A. PRESENTATION DE L’ENQUETE 

1. Nom et fonction : 

2. Langue maternelle :_________________________          ethnie :_________________________ 

3. Parlez-vous le fon ?            Non   un peu   bien   /   comprend 

4. Parlez-vous le gen ?            Non   un peu   bien   /   comprend 

5. Parlez-vous l’aja ?               Non   un peu   bien   /   comprend 

6. Parlez-vous l’agouna ?  Non   un peu   bien   /   comprend 

7. Parlez-vous l’ifè ?               Non   un peu   bien    /   comprend 

B. INFORMATIONS DEMOGRAPHIQUES 

Alphabétisation 

1. Les classes d’alphabétisation dans la région Agouna sont organisées en quelles langues ?  
(Distribution de langues dans la région/ sous-préfecture) 

2. Nombre de classes et total des étudiants 

 Endroit Organisateur Total/ 

étudiants 

Ethnie(s) des 

étudiants 

Langue  

(1)       
(2)      

(3)      

(4)      

(5)      

(6)      

(7)      

(8)      

(9)      

(10)      
 
3. Est-ce que d’après vous, les Agouna ont bien accepté les classes d’alphabétisation en (fon, …) ?  Si 

non, pourquoi pas ? 

4. Est-ce que vous avez des projets en ce qui concerne l’utilisation de l’agouna pour l’alphabétisation ?  
O  N 
Si oui, lesquels ? 
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Post-Alphabétisation 

1. Existe-t-il des classes de post-alphabétisation dans la région Agouna ?  O  N 
Depuis quand ? 
Elles existent en quelle(s) langue(s) ? 

2. Nombre de classes et total des étudiants 

 Endroit Organisateur Total/ 

étudiants 

Ethnie(s) des 

étudiants 

Langue  

(1)       
(2)      
(3)      
(4)      
(5)      
(6)      
(7)      
(8)      
(9)      
(10)      

 
3. Quel est le contenu du programme de post-alphabétisation ? 

4. Il y a quels (autres) matériels écrits en agouna ? 

C. LA LANGUE UTILISEE POUR L’ALPHABETISATION 

1. Quels syllabaires sont utilisés pour les classes ? 

2. Quel est la langue d’instruction pour les classes d’alphabétisation ? 

3. Est-ce que indépendamment de l’âge, du sexe, de la profession, tous les Agouna comprennent bien 
cette langue ? O  N 
Si non, quel groupe social a des problèmes de compréhension ? _________________________________ 

4. Selon vous, est-ce que le choix de cette langue est capable de servir les locuteurs agouna le mieux ?
 O  N 
Si non, quelle langue devrait être choisie pour l’alphabétisation ? 

5. Existe-t-il des problèmes de lecture par rapport à l’orthographe ? O  N 
Si oui, lesquels ?  ______________________________________________________________ 
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